Information Brochure
Certificate Course in Forensic Management
This program is specifically designed for the employees of CFSL and State FSL. The
employees of FSL/CFL are masters in their respective fields and carry immense knowledge
andexperience that cannot be rivaled. Forensic management is a framework that helps
integrateforensic investigation and professional management. It helps to establish a clear
ground in theirrespective sciences and master management skills necessary in their
professional career. Thereare chances that they may lack specific management skills which
can only be polished throughthe awareness caused by education. Even before the start of
investigations or a particular project,there are several hurdles that an employee might
face. Even a task such as system of preservingdocuments, allocation of duty, selecting the
right personnel for the job or preparing standardizedreports might be tedious without
knowing how to manage them properly.School of Management Studies prepared a
“Certificate Course in ForensicManagement” (03 months duration – full time) that has
been uniquely designed for theemployees of Forensic Science Laboratories to help them
not just be masters in their field butalso to hone their managerial skills, which will help
them in handling their crime scenes casesmore efficiently and effectively.
The course will give the employees an in-depth understanding of the various vertices
likePlanning, Staffing, Organizing, Controlling, Directing, Budgeting, Financial
Management, Project Planning & Management which form the pillars that any employee
must be aware of. It is a one-of-a-kind program that helps instill managerial skills in those
who do not have abackground in the same. Forensic management aims to handle a large
volume of sensitive datacommendably and proficiently. For any organization, resources
are limited, so their efficientutilization and management is of utmost importance. This
prepares them to choose the rightperson for the right job, oversee their crime scene
management, lay out a detailed plan ofinvestigation, coordinate between departments,
and understand unprecedented factors that mayact as a hindrance to their work.

“This program is like a mini MBA in Forensic Management.” After successfully completing
thiscourse, one would be able to prepare budgets, to maintain the reliability of proofs,
understandhow to reduce wastage and use the resources available to the maximum
potential. Theseresources can be of any nature; financial, human resources, or even the
inventories used during the investigation process.

Course Structure
CPM–1: Management Concept & Practices
CPM–2: Management Accounting and Statement analysis
CPM–3: Project Planning and Control
CPM–4: Management Project

Admission procedure

Program: Certificate Course in Forensic Management
Campus: Gandhinagar
Intake: 30
Duration: 03 Months
Admission Procedure:
Admission will be given through recommendation letter received from the Director of
concerned SFSL/ CFSL/Government Approved Forensic Lab, etc.
Fees Structure:
Rs. 20000/- Tuition fees + other fees as per University norms for the entire program.
(Accommodation and food shall be managed by the participants).

